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abstrac

This research background by there be still some of Cloister Merchant which to seller in forbidden location, as loaded in PERDA No. 1 Thn. 2000 Malang Town Government about Construction PKL and Settlement. Despitefully specifiedly of PERDA No. 1 Thn. 2000 there is two importance which each other collide head-on. In one governmental importance side to arrange in order Malang Town become clean town, balmy of peaceful dn. On the other side representing importance socialize a lot of specially PKL itself representing their rights for the everyday life requirement accomplishment and represent their living is single which they can do.

Starting from above background hence the writer perform research which aim to to know cloister merchant problems and profile in Alun-alun Kota Malang. And later hopefully can be of benefit to importance academic activity in addition the Malang research about PKL town data, besides also the suggestion develop build for the Malang town government for social prosperity socialize.

This research is executed in Alun-alun Kota Malang, representing town centre and have occasion to that this area ought to have freed from PKL but do not for in reality. By using some informant as data of complement to open farther about profile and problems of PKL of exist in Malang town. While research method, researcher hence diskriptive with approach qualitative.

In the end, from result of this research indicate that, Alun-alun is true as economic farm for small society for to seek maintenance. problems of Dilematy to show of when Perda government of Malang Town is which prohibit area of Plaza as activity to found effort, over there of its for with reason for the shake of creation of peaceful environment, cleanness and balmy as worse Malang kucecwara. Later; Then peep out suggestion or recommendations building of this matter is contribution of result of research hence require to be done by for example: matured socialization of Perda about PKL, maximizing role and function of society of PKL which there have, and last is to relocation or provide competent place a kind of food court so that the town will be seen by more arranged, ready others the place will give contribution in the form of addition of PAD for Malang town.